Abstract. In this paper we show how to build a reasoning platform using an inconsistency value. The idea is to use an inconsistency value for evaluating how much each formula of the belief base is responsible of the inconsistency of the base. Then this evaluation allows us to obtain a stratification (total pre-order) of the base, that can be used as the preferential input for different reasoning tasks, such as inference, belief revision, or conciliation. We show that the obtained operators are interesting and have good logical properties. We use as inconsistency value, the MI Shapley inconsistency value, that is known to have good properties, and that can be computed from minimal inconsistent subsets. We developed a java-based platform, that use the Sat4j library for computing the minimal inconsistent subsets, and that allows to have an effective way to compute the MI Shapley inconsistent subsets. We implemented also several inference, revision and conciliation methods, that use this inconsistency value. So this provides a complete reasoning platform, that can be used for instance for academic purposes.
Introduction
Belief change and reasoning under inconsistency are two topics that have received considerable attention. There are a lot of theoretical results on these reasoning methods, such as logical characterizations for non-monotonic inference [1, 2] , belief revision [3, 4, 5] , belief merging [6, 7, 8] , etc. There are also numerous particular methods that have been proposed for belief revision [9] , belief merging [8] , inference under inconsistency [10] , etc.
In contrast, there are very few proposed implemented approaches. Although these implementations can be useful to test the proposed operators, to experiment the different reasoning method, and to disseminate these operators more widely in the AI community. In fact we are aware of only two 1 reasoning platforms, that implement several reasoning methods. The first one is the saten platform [12, 13] , developed by Williams and Sims, that allows to perform theory extraction, iterated belief revision, non-monotonic reasoning, possibilistic reasoning and hypothetical reasoning. This platform is written in Java 1.1 and is based on a theorem prover. It basically uses the Spohnian representation of epistemic states [14] . The second one is the coba platform [15, 16] , developed by Delgrande, Liu, Schaub and Thiele, that performs belief revisions and contractions, based on the langage projection approaches developed in [17] . coba is a Java applet that uses a SAT-solver.
In this work we propose such a reasoning platform. The whole platform is based on the effective computation of a given inconsistency value, namely the MI Shapley inconsistency value S I M I [18] , that can be computed easily from the minimal inconsistent subsets of a belief base. In addition to the measure of inconsistency of the formulae of the base and of the whole base given directly by this computation, we use the obtained stratification of the base (a total pre-order) as the preferential input for different reasoning tasks, such as inference, belief revision, or conciliation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents preliminary definitions and inconsistency measures and values. In sections 3, 4 and 5, we formally study three reasoning operations that are respectively inference, revision and conciliation. Section 6 is dedicated to the platform description. We finally conclude on future works in section 7.
Preliminaries -Inconsistency Measures & Values
We consider a propositional language L built from a finite set of propositional symbols P. A belief base K is a finite set of propositional formulae. Let us note K L the set of belief bases definable from formulae of the language L. If a belief base K is not consistent, then one can define the minimal inconsistent subsets 2 of K as:
The notion of maximal consistent subset
3 is the dual of that of minimal inconsistent subset. Each maximal consistent subset represents a maximal (regarding set inclusion) subset of the base that is consistent:
The set of all profiles is denoted E. Ψ denotes the conjunction of the elements of Ψ .
Recently some works have started to study how to measure the inconsistency in a propositional belief base (see e.g. [19] ). There are several sensible ways to do that. This is not surprising since it parallels the fact that there are several sensible ways to define non-trivial inference relations from inconsistent bases.
In [18] a distinction has been made between inconsistency measures, that measure the inconsistency of a belief base, and inconsistency values, that measure the (responsibility for) inconsistency of each formula of a belief base.
Of course the inconsistency values, which work formula-by-formula, can be used to define corresponding inconsistency measures, just by aggregating the obtained inconsistency values.
Let us recall the definition of the Shapley Inconsistency Values (SIV) [18] :
). An inconsistency measure I is called a basic inconsistency measure if it satisfies the following properties
(Free Formula Independence)
Now we are able to define the Shapley inconsistency value.
Definition 2 ([18]
). Let I be a basic inconsistency measure. We define the corresponding Shapley Inconsistency Value (SIV), noted S I , as the Shapley value of the coalitional game defined by the function I, i.e. let α ∈ K :
where n is the cardinality of K and c is the cardinality of C.
From this value, one can define an inconsistency value for the whole belief base as in the next definition which essentially says that a base is as bad as its worst element.
As examples of simple basic inconsistency measures, one can consider the drastic inconsistency value 5 , that is the simplest inconsistency measure one can define, and that is not really interesting by itself. But the corresponding SIV is interesting.
Another example of basic inconsistency measures is the one that counts the conflicts of a base using the number of minimal inconsistent subsets:
The corresponding SIV is interesting, and has been logically characterized [18] . Let us first define these properties on inconsistency values: assume a given basic inconsistency measure I, and the corresponding Shapley inconsistency value S I :
). An inconsistency value satisfies Distribution, Symmetry, Minimality, Decomposability and MinInc if and only if it is the MI Shapley Inconsistency Value S
Second, this value is equivalent to the following one:
Definition 4 ( [18] ). M IV C is defined as follows:
This alternative definition shows that this value can be computed directly if one knows the minimal inconsistent subsets of a belief base. Example 1. Consider the base K = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ 7 } with the following formulae ϕ 1 = a∧b, ϕ 2 = a∧(c∨d), ϕ 3 = a∧¬d, ϕ 4 = a∧¬c∧e, ϕ 5 = ¬a∧¬b, ϕ 6 = a∧(¬c → ¬e), ϕ 7 = a ∧ ¬c ∧ f . We have S
Our reasoning platform is based on this computation of the S
Shapley value. We use this value for defining new inference relations, revision operators, and conciliation operators.
Inference relations
When one wants to draw non-trivial inferences from an inconsistent propositional belief base then it has either to leave classical logic for choosing a paraconsistent logic, or to reason from the maximal consistent subsets of the base. We will focus on this last class of methods.
Unfortunately, there are not a lot of possibilities when the input is a simple propositional belief base. Let K = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } be a belief base, and let MC(K) = {M 1 , . . . M k } be the set of maximal consistent subsets of K. Then the three main possibilities are [10] :
The credulous inference is not that interesting, in particular it does not guarantee to obtain a consistent inference relation, in the sense that it is possible to obtain both ϕ and ¬ϕ as result. So this leaves only two different possible inference relations: skeptical and argumentative.
Let us now show how to obtain a whole family of inference relation for each given inconsistency measure. The idea is to use the inconsistency measure to order the base, from the least inconsistent formulae to the most inconsistent one. This means that we use the inconsistency measure to transform this flat propositional belief base into a stratified one. Then we can use any of the defined inference relations on stratified bases. We recall just the definition of the possibilisitic, linear and preferred inference relations here, see [10] for other ones and explanations. Consider a stratified belief baseK = K 1 , . . . , K m , where formulae in the stratum K i are considered as more important/reliable/prioritary than the formulae in strata K j with j > i.
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So, let us now define formally our inference relations. First let us use an inconsistency value to stratify the base:
. . , ϕ n } be a belief base, and V be an inconsistency value, then the stratification of K under V is the set of bases
Definition 6. Let V be an inconsistency value, and A be an inference relation on stratified bases.
So, if the stratified inference relation that is used has good logical properties, it straightforwardly gives good properties to our (V, A)-inference relation. So as a consequence of results shown in [10] we know that: Proposition 3. Let V be any inconsistency value, then the (V, π)-inference relation, the (V, l)-inference relation, and the (V, p)-inference relation are preferential inference relations [2] . 
Revision operators
Belief revision [3, 4, 9] aims at incorporating a new piece of information into the belief base of an agent. Often, this new piece of information conflicts with some formulae of the belief base, so some of these formulae have to be removed from the base. One usually uses some preferential information for identifying priorities between formulae that can be preferably preserved. This can be encoded by a preorder on formulae (such as in epistemic entrenchments [3] ), by a pre-order between maximal consistent subsets (such as partial meet contraction functions [4] ), by a pre-order between interpretations (such as in faithful assignments [9] ), etc.
We propose to define this preferential information from an inconsistency measure. This measure is used to rank the maximal consistent subsets, and to select the best of them. Definition 7. Let K = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } be a belief base, and ϕ be a formula. The set K⊥ϕ is the set of sets X such that:
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Let us now define the score of a maximal consistent subset, given by the inconsistency values of its formulae. Definition 8. Let K = {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } be a belief base and ϕ be a formula. Let I be an inconsistency value. Then define the score of a formula ϕ i as its inconsistency value for the base K ∪ {ϕ}:
And the score of a maximal consistent subset X ∈ K⊥ϕ is the aggregated score of its formula: let g be an aggregation function, s I,g (X) = g α∈X (s I (α)).
-If X⊥ϕ is a non-empty set, then γ(S) is a non-empty subset of S.
-If X⊥ϕ is empty, then γ(X⊥ϕ) is empty A score-based selection function γ I,g,f , generated by the inconsistency measure I, the aggregation function g and the selection function f is such that γ I,g,f (S) = argmin Xi∈S f (s I,g (X i )).
min should be usually chosen for f , in order to select only the best results, but one could for instance want to obtain not only the MC with best (minimal) scores, but also close-to-the best ones, as for instance the 50% best ones. This is why we define f as an additional parameter.
Let A = {A 1 , . . . A m } be a set, then A ⊕ α denotes the set {A 1 ∪ {α}, . . . A m ∪ {α}}.
The score-based MC operator I,g,f is defined as K I,g,f ϕ = γ I,g,f (K⊥¬ϕ)⊕ϕ.
This defines the result of a revision as a set of belief bases. Then one has to choose an inference policy from this set. In the following we will focus on skeptical inference, but other policies can be used:
For belief base revision (i.e. when the base is not closed deductively, as opposed to belief sets), Hansson [5] defines the result of the revision as the conjunction of the intersection of all the selected remainder sets with the new piece of information (∩γ(K⊥¬ϕ)∪ϕ), but this conjunction removes too much information, as illustrated in the next example, so we prefer to keep the full set of possible results as defined above.
Example 3. Consider the base K = {a ∧ c, b ∧ c} and the formula ϕ = ¬a ∨ ¬b. So K⊥ϕ = {{a ∧ c}, {b ∧ c}}. Suppose that γ = id, so ∩γ(K⊥¬ϕ) = ∅, so it is not possible to infer c from K ϕ, whereas from the set K MC ϕ = {{a ∧ c, ¬a ∨ ¬b}, {b ∧ c, ¬a ∨ ¬b}} it is possible to infer c. So this gives a little more complicated definition, but it allows to obtain more inferences.
We will focus on the S I M I ,max,min operator using the MI Shapley inconsistency value, the max as aggregation function g, and the min as selection function f .
Let us illustrate the behavior of this operator on the following:
Example 4. Consider the base K = {a ∧ c, b ∧ c, b ∧ d} and the formula ϕ = ¬a ∨ ¬b. So K⊥ϕ = {{a∧c}, {b∧c, b∧d}}. As s S I M I ,max ({a∧c}) = 1, and s S I M I ,max ({b∧ c, b∧d}) = 0.5, with f = min only {b∧c, b∧d} is selected, so the result is a singleton set:
Let us now translate usual AGM belief revision basic properties [4, 3] in this framework:
Of course we work in a syntactic (not deductively closed) approach, so (K*1) should not be satisfied. But all other basic revision properties are satisfied: Proposition 4. The MC operators MC satisfy (K*2), (K*3), (K*4), (K*5), (K*6).
Conciliation operators
Conciliation operators allow to solve the conflicts between a set of belief bases. The idea is to select the most problematic bases, to weaken them, and to iterate this process until there is no conflict left. We first define belief game models [20] , that allow to obtain a conflict-free profile. Then the corresponding conciliation operator is just the conjunction of the obtained profile.
Definition 12 ([20]).
A choice function is a function g : E → E such that:
Definition 13 ( [20] ). A weakening function is a function : L → L such that:
Definition 14 ([20] ). The solution to a belief profile Ψ for a Belief Game Model N = g, under the integrity constraints µ, is the belief profile Ψ µ N defined as:
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-Ψ µ N is the first Ψ i that is consistent with µ The conciliation operator N is defined as Ψ N µ = Ψ µ N Definition 15 ([20] ). Let ϕ be a belief base.
-The drastic weakening function forgets all the information about that agent, i.e. : ∀ϕ (ϕ) = .
-The dilation weakening function is defined as :
where d H is the Hamming distance between interpretations 6 .
In this work we use the inconsistency value for defining the most conflicting agents (i.e. the selection function). The solution to a belief profile Ψ for a Shapley Belief Game Model N = S I , under the integrity constraints µ, is the belief profile Ψ µ N defined as: . The maximal value is 3, meaning that ϕ 5 is the agent that brings the most conflicts, and so it is selected by the choice function for weakening. So ϕ 5 is replaced by . We have not yet reached a consistent profile, so we must do a further round. Then the new computations of inconsistency values give ϕ 4 as the most conflictual agent, and it is weakened to . The profile is still not consistent, so a third round is needed. In this third round ϕ 2 , ϕ 3 and ϕ 7 are weakened. The resulting (consistent) profile for the whole process is then:
Platform description
In this section, we describe the PRISM (Platform for Reasoning with Inconsistency Shapley Measure) platform, that we have built in order to test the different operators presented in the previous section. One can use this platform to build a base and perform the different reasoning tasks such as inference, revision and conciliation. PRISM can be downloaded from the following page : http://www.cril.univ-artois.fr/prism. This page also contains pieces of information and detailed documentation about the platform. In the following, we present features and details about the implementation.
Features
The platform is available as a Java application. The user interface is divided into 5 main tabs:
1. Base -allows the user to create a base of formulae 2. Shapley -computes the Shapley value of each formulae of the base 3. Inference -allows to reason given some inference relation 4. Revision -allows to reason on the base revised by a new formula 5. Conciliation -computes a consistent base from a set of (conflicting) bases All tabs are structured in the same way. The top-left part of the panel represents the belief base currently used. Depending on the task that has to be performed, the top-right part displays the operators options. The bottom part displays the result of the computations.
Base tab The belief base is composed of several formulae. These formulae can either be loaded from a file or be directly written by the user. Accepted formulae have the following syntax :
where v is a variable name Each formula must end with a semicolon ";". Almost all alphanumeric strings are accepted for variable names 7 . Bases can be saved and loaded into the platform. Formulae can be viewed in CNF and can be added, modified or removed from the base.
It is also possible to group formulae. Groups can for instance represent agents to which the formulae belong. In practice, a group is represented by an integer. We distinguish a specific group that is identified by 0 : the constraints group. Formulae belonging to this group are constraints, i.e. formulae that cannot be falsified. These specific formulae can encode background knowledge for inference or revision, and integrity constraints for conciliation. The user can choose to take the groups into account or not.
In the following, we detail tabs of the platform. Each tab includes default operators but it is possible to define its own operator (see table 1 ).
Shapley tab Once a base is available, Shapley values of the formulae composing it can be computed. Details of this computation are available on the Shapley tab. More precisely, the MI are displayed at the bottom left panel. Shapley values are displayed at the bottom right panel. If group classification is taken into account, then the Shapley measures for each group is also displayed. Note that the operator for aggregating an inconsistency measure for a group of formulae can be chosen at the top right panel. By default, two operators are available : Mean and Max.
Inference tab Shapley values can be used to stratify belief bases: the lower the value, the higher in the layers of the base. The belief base stratification is displayed on the inference tab. The user can choose an inference operator from the list and ask whether a formula can be entailed from the base and the chosen operator. The formula must follow the same syntax as presented previously for the base. The default inference operators are named Possibilistic and Linear and correspond to the ones presented in section 3.
Revision tab This tab allows to revise the belief base by some formula. The formula must be given in the field just under the table representing the base. The syntax must be the same as the one described previously for new formulae of the base. As presented in section 4, revision operator is compounded of different suboperators : an aggregation function, a selection function and an inference policy. The default aggregation functions are Max, Min and Sum. See table 1 for classes details. The platform proposes three selection functions: No Selection, All Min Selection and One of the min selection. The last one arbitrary takes one MC into account. Finally, the last option is the inference policy. The user can initially choose between Skeptical and Credulous inferences but, once again, it is possible to implement its own inference policy. All MC are displayed in the bottom left panel, along with their respective score. The table in the bottom right panel shows selected MC. And, as in the revision tab, it is possible to ask whether a formula can be entailed according to the chosen type of inference.
Conciliation tab This tab allows to test the conciliation (belief game model) as it has been presented in section 5. This game is based on two operators: a choice operator and a weakening operator. The first choice operator is named Shapley Choice and corresponds to S I M I . The second operator, Weak Shapley Choice, selects randomly one formula amongst the ones selected by the Shapley operator. This allows to reduce the number of weakened formulae. The default weakening operator is named Drastic and corresponds to operator defined in section 5.
Implementation Details
PRISM is an evolutive platform, i.e. for all the reasoning tasks, one can add its own implementation. Main conditions are to create a class that extends a specific one and to add this class to the classpath 8 . The following table indicates for each operator the abstract class to extend and the main method to implement. Assigning a Shapley value to a formula of a base necessitates the computation of all the MI that can be derived from the belief base. In the general case, computing MI is intractable. First, the number of MI can be exponential: a n-clauses SAT instance can exhibit C n/2 n MI in the worst case. Then, checking whether a formula belongs to the set of MI is in Σ p 2 [21] . Our problem is even more difficult since we want to compute all MI and check whether formulae belong to them.
Many approaches have been proposed to extract one MI from a set of clauses ( [22, 23, 24] and many others) or to compute MI covers ( [25] ). We need here a com-plete approach, i.e. one that extracts all MI. Candidate tools are thus less numerous: CAMUS [26] , HYCAM [27] .
We choose here to perform the MI extraction with the Sat4j SAT solver [28] . The main reason for this choice is our willingness to develop a platform independent tool. Using Java based technology is a way to preserve this property, even if we don't get the benefit of the last advances in the extraction af all MI (all dedicated tools cited previously are developed in C or C++). In further versions of PRISM, a detection of the running platform will be made in order to allow the use of CAMUS or HYCAM. This Sat4j solver (2.3.3 release) extracts all MI in a two steps method [29] : all MC of the base are first computed, then MI are obtained through a second pass.
For all the MI extractors cited previously, the input is a CNF formula. Our platform allows the user to populate the belief base with general formulae. This means that we have to transform given formulae into equisatisfiable CNF formulae. To perform this transformation, we use the Tseitin encoding ( [30] ). This encoding results in a formula with a linear size increase in expense of the addition of new variables 9 . For a given formula, clauses composing its CNF form are grouped when given to the solver. This allows us to maintain equivalence between CNF and formulae.
In order to model general formulae, we have used a domain specific language (dsl) written in Scala. This allows us to have a very efficient parsing and CNF transformation. Moreover, since scala is built on top of the JVM, we preserve the platform independency.
Conclusion and future works
In this paper, we propose an evolutive platform that uses the MI Shapley inconsistency value to perform different reasoning tasks such as inference, revision and conciliation. Although operators are already implemented for each of these operations, one can write its own implementation and add it dynamically to the platform to test it. The platform is Java-based, which brings us full operating system independency.
In future works, on top of developing more operators, we plan to propose part of this platform as a Java library. Such a library would provide methods to use the MI Shapley inconsistency value and its associated operators for various applications.
